KP2-HV 500
�High-precision processing
from any angle
The KP2-HV 500 with one rotational and one tilting
axis allows high productivity and quality, no matter the
angle. The large tilt angle of ±135° and the streamlined
contour ensure that the workpiece is always ideally
positioned and accessible for consistently precise processing. The rotational axis can be infinitely rotated
without energy and fluid supply lines.

Perfect use of the work envelope
With its extremely compact and streamlined design,
you can plan your system with a maximum of flexibility. The two-axis positioner can be installed on the
floor, wall or ceiling, or at an angle. The short distance
between the face plate and the tilting axis results in
the best possible use of the work envelope.

EN

Continuous processing. The infinitely rotating design of the KP2-HV 500 makes it possible to process
workpieces continuously – for example, uninterrupted
welding at up to 500 A or milling tasks.
Long service life. The KP2-HV 500 provides maximum
system availability as a result of its long product
service life. The use of service-proven standard robot
components, gear units and motors ensures utmost
reliability. This is why no maintenance work is
necessary during the first seven years.

Central supply. Ideal integration of energy and fluid
supplies due to their protected routing to the center
of the face plate.
Optimal protection. With its protection rating of IP 67,
the KP2-HV 500 is ideally equipped for operation in
harsh production environments.
Optional additions. Energy supply systems (air lines,
control cables, bus cables, etc.) and infinitely rotating
weld current return for continuous welding at 500 A
with 100% duty cycle.
Positioner

KP2-HV 500

Rated payload

500 kg

Turning range, rotational axis, standard

Infinite

Turning range, rotational axis with energy supply system
Turning range, tilting axis

±135°

Loading height

500 mm

Tilting axis height
Installation position

±185°

350 mm
Floor, ceiling, wall, angle

Protection rating

IP 67

Operating conditions
Ambient temperature
Controller

+5 °C to +40 °C
KR C4, KR C4 smallsize-2

Teach pendant
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